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The purpose cef this study was to evaluate the effectivene
of .a token monetary incentive for-improving reSponse rates
to a mail questionnaire with a difficUlt, to =Amy
pOstsecondary student population. The results demonsteate
thati, by using a monetary incentive, a, substantial
impf.bvement in response rate can be achieved t. a

r4asonable cost per- respondent without affecting the
representativeness of the respondent group. In'additIOn,,a
single mailing which included an incentive was found to:be
much more effective at '''eliciting responses than two-
mailings to an identical group which did not receive the
incentive.

INTRODUCTION

The need to attract and retaWstOden s hasioecOme a critical concern

for many, if not most postsecondary educat nal institutions. Furthermore,

it is clear that as the pool traditional ege age students diminishes,

issues will Only_increase in importance. Iostitutional researchers

'studying recruitment and retention have found that student input is an

integral part of the enrollment planning process. Decision-makers .need

information on siudente backgrounds, experiences, opinions, and educational

planS which cannot be obtained solely from analyses of institutional

records. Therefore, research efforts using survey techniques play an

important role'in providing data for academic planning and policy



development.

..Giyen 'the constraints of time, resourbes, and personnel, as welin.

wide geOgraphic dispersion students at commuter institutions, the ma'

- ' \

questionnaire maybe the 1Sr acceptable-method of obtaining student surlier
e

data A major drawback oft the mail questionnaire, however psor reMponse

rate, which seriously affects the ability of the respondentgroup to

represent the charabteristics and attitudes of the survey pbpulatiOn. It is

not uncommon for institutional researchers to find their student survey

ffOrts-hampered by response rates of 30% to 40% (Matros8, 1981), and this

problem may be compounded when the subjects lack an association with the

.institution at the time of the tudy. Postsecondary students who have

little motivation to pa ticipate in institutional research and have

traditionally been difficult to survey ineluda those who fail mplete

,

;the application process, those who are admitted but do riot registerlmr.

ops4esi dropoUtsand alumni: It is theorized:tpotential and former,

students are less likely to respond to questionnaires than current students'

it.

because they have a limited interest inthe subject matter (Heberlein and

Baumgartner., 1978),-they'lack bommitment to te-goals.and glocess 'of. the.

institution, , and they will -not be personally affeCted by poIiiies'and

prograMs developed as a result of survey findings (Linsky; 1975);

NumeroUstechniques for improving response rates can be found in the

research literature. Most are atteMptS to .elicit responses by facilitating

and/or mOtivating the completionand return of questionnaires,. Among the
o

most successful are (1) mechanical and.perceptual factors including

pre-Contacts; multiple and.intensive follow-ups; and impressive ar



hand=steMped-postagetf2j-broadmuLiva nai-factors-tuchps7covet ieLt.er

frotran,important official'or organization,-and,(3) direCt'motivationdi

factors in the form of rewards (Linsky, 1975)

. 40

One of the most Powerful techniques for motivating survy participation

is the prepayment, of token monetary incentives. Extensive reviews of the

literatUre on incentives were conductedby Armstrong (1975) and Linsky

:,(1975) who found that the use of a monetary incentive resultedtin a

consistently higher response rate: when compared with a control group., In

the twenty-Seven different cases examined by Armstrong (1975) and Linsky.

(1975),:revonse rates were increased by an average of 20% through the use

of incentives,in six instances the response rate for the group

'receiving th'eA.nceMOveWas:more than twice:that of the control group.

Previous,studieShaWOWzed incentives ranging from:one penny to one

ari but the guari,ter.:-,0oniidered to be the most cost-effective amount
3:7

(Linsky, 1975)-. kgreater'....*OOvement'in response rates has been

demonStrated with onedollar Inep- Ives, however, (ArmStrong and Overton,

1971; Kumbergi 1974;. Erdos1951; Eackler and Bourgette,
. .

NewmaW1962). Monetary incentilves are most when prepaid rather
A ,

tban promiSed (Armstrom 1975; Goodwin; 1979);'and.When enclosed with the

first mailing of the'questionnffre-tather _than with a follow-up (Huck and

Gleason, 1974). While th'ere is concern that the use of token incentives

introduces response bias, there is no evidence to support:, this conclusion

(Cox, 1976; Nederhof, 1983; Wotruba, 1966).

The few,researchers who offer explanations for the successful use of

incentives tend to stress the symb Iic rather than the monetary value of the/



Matrub6413g6 eentiVes-provIdt neeognItie/PXO,
)-c. :;.._ _

,:theacComplistrientHor:an impdrtanttaski-rather than payment fOr.thetime
.

.

and inConVenience;invoIved:inAbestionnaire'compietio*(LinSky:; 1975).:
f
When.

an in

obr

,

entive,is. offered in advance, its acceptance createsa'feeling of

ation on the part of the subject and-a need to reciprocate (Goodwin, ,

_

1979;-Linsky, 1975). A similar explanation holds that psychological-

stress, called cognitive dissonance (Festinger; 1957), is caused'bi the

tIOngruous actions of accepting the incentiVe Without performing the

requested service (Heckler and Bourgette, 1973). This-sense of cognitive.

° dissonance can-be relieved by completing and returning the questionnaire.

Previous research on this particular method of response rate

imOovement may lack a theoretical foundation (Cox, 1976; Heberlein and

Baumgartner, 1978), but the evidence that monetary incentiveshave,a

positive and often dramatic effect on response rates is overwhelming., Few

studies have been published on incentives sinceAhemiddle 1970'si'liciweveri

and most were conducted in conjunction with general public or commercial
.

surveys. Only one study coUl located which investigated:the use of

incentives in a postsecondary.:Student survey. In that study of current

sttidentswho were living oncampUsi Mick and Gleason (1974);found that the

:tetpOn'se rate was increased by 18% over a control groupby,providing a

quarter incentive.-

There is a definite lack of literature on the use of incentives in

student surveys. 'Information on this topic would enable institutional

researchers to judge the merits of using this responSe rate improvement

technique within the higher acation setting, and would be particularly



ef-u3 for--researehers who gather onreorultment'and=retention-Issiks

students who:are unlikely to' re ponpl. It was the ,purpose of this
- / /

refore, to proVide/a buyent,assessment of the effectiVeneSS of

htehtive with d dif icu t to survey pdstsecondary studenti.,

an improvement in 'response rate could itw'

7/ 4Spondent.without affecting the

pondent/group.
Y,

to deterMin

obtained at .A reasonable

rePreienta-tivenp of th

METHODOLOGY

ucted,atalarge publi four-year postsebondary

educational institution. 7 All 371 Undergraduate transfer students

the Fal11982 term andvolUntarily withdrew before

beginning of the next term were included subjects.

,

who first.

the

A simple random sample, stratified n academic status (clear or

wasprobation); was utilized to select 200 experimental subjects and 171 members

of a control grotp.* Eachsubject received a two-page questionnaire

r.
Containingbtily research--questions. In order to obtain corresponding

demographic,,academic,,and-performance characteristics from institutional .

.'records, students were asked to identify themselves by name and social

security number. Ninety -three percent of the students complied with this-

-
reqUetti)and there was no_difference between the experimental and control

pups
,

n this regard. BedaUSe data were C011ected from these twO sourpesi::.

The sum Of.$200 in non-state funds was made available for,thiS project

rom the university foundation. ThiS amountenabled the researchers to
offer_the:bne dollar incentive to each of 200 subjects, and thus accounts
for :the slight disvepancy in the sizeAof experimental and cohtro groups..



respondents and nonrespondents, the questionnaire was shortened

considerably, and the overalI survey costs were reduced by mailing the

/
follow-up only to nonrespondents. A one-word instruction at the bottom of

the first page of the questionnaire,preiented in,various formats, was used

to. distinguish between both the experimental and control ghqups and the

respondents to the-first and second mailings. Cover letters had

ersonalned inside addresses and salutations, and were 'signed by a key

cial of the Office of Academic Affairs. The letters emphasized the

importance of the survey projeet an0 the opportunity for former Students to

express their opinions to the university administration. Confidentiality of

response was guai,anteed. Each member of the,experimentai group received one

dollar in cash as an incentive: A postscript to their cover letters stated

that the dollar was intended 4s a small token of appreciation fortheir

e. .Envelopes,Were hand-stamped and addresses were typed.

`Self-addressed., postagepaid 'return envelopes were provided.

A follow=up was conducted six weeks after the original Each'i

:Student wild hadnot responded by that time,or who hod responded anonymously

Was sent a follow-up padket.which conkain017a letter explaining the

importance'bf their response to `the reSearck'prolectariCther copy brthe'

. ,

questionnaire, and a return envelope; Member$ ofSexperiMe0h.l groUp didno*,

receive another incentive. Although a variety of methods which are

- considered effectiVe for improving response rates were utilized, including

A3ersOnalization of survey materials ancrpuItiPIe contacts; students in both

the experimental and contPolgroups were treated identically with, the



exception or the 'innentive

4

The findings;of this study concern the effectlf-the incentive

.-

response rate,representativen9ssi and survey costg.: The overall survey

response rate was 54.7%, with 196 students responding out of 358 who

received questionnaires. (Questionnaires for the thirteen additional
4.

students could not be delivered,. eight from the experimental group and five

from the
-Acontrol

group.) The first maillg produced a response rate of

39.1%, and 15.6% responded to the follow-7pp. As shon in Table 1, there

were large differenCes hetween the experimental and control groups in total

response rate and response to the first mailing and the fcalow-up.

total response rate for the experimental group was 63.5%, and nearly all

these subjeCts responded to the first mailing. A reSpOnse rate of 54.2% was

achieved withone mailing to this groupi'and an additional 9;4% responded to

Table 1. Survey Response Rates

Mailing

Survey Group

Experimental Control

First Mailing.

Folldwip iiiing

54.2% 21.7%

9;4% 22.9%.

TOTAL 63;5%



the follow-up; The-total response rate for the control group was 44.,6%.

Approximately half of these!students,res onded to the first mailing (21.7%)

aria half to the follow-up (22.9%).

n order to judge the, representativeness o the survey-respondents,

members of the experimental and control'poPUlations were compared with
a

respondents from the borresponding groups on fifteen demographic, academic,

performance, and high school background Characteristics sing SPSS

(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), t-tests were performed on the

interval levp1 variables, and the response categories of each non-interval

level variable were converted into dummy,variables for.d4 erence
r

I I

proportions tests (Lnether and 6Tairish, 1980. No statistically

significant. diffetennes (p < .,05) were foUnd between the.popu 'ion and

respondents of either the experimental g rou p or the con.trol group'ortany
- . -

the fifteen CharaCteris los. The respondents from both groUpS were
of.

therefore considered .repr sdntative of their, respective 'populations.

Respondents to the. first m iling from, both the experimental and contra

groups were also compared with their respective populations in order to

determine representativeness. *Males were underrepreSented as first mailing
-/

.

respondents
)

froM the expeiiimental group (p t .039), and,blac s were -

. 4

...., _./ _ . . ,
t ''

.

. ' -?"
underrepresented as utst=-ilmpondentg from the control group (p = .028).; ,

..-

4 Nsi ..,

There were no other atiitically:significant;differences betweenthe

*These char4c istics.includedfive demographic variables(seethri.4%.
4,

status, age', resIdenCet and Citizem4hip);.1oUrabacieMWvarlabies: (class,
4.

college, credit noprs and day or evening andnretiteasureS0
academic'performanee lacademi.c status, gradeipOintaVerageanig:ACT
Hiih'school background included the typai' 'aiz'a0-andjocation,of'thebign
school attended. -q..



Ork

population and respondents to the first mailing. Experimental and control'

spondents wercompared on questionnaires reiRonsda,:in addition to

demographic, academic, and-performance characteristics. One statistically

significant difference eMerged between the two respondent groups (p = .011),q
with a much larger' percentage of exberimentalreSpondents stating that they

had withdrawn from the university after completing all desired courses.
9

ThiS was only one of seventeen questions on.the:survey instrument, and any

conclusion that response bias was'intrOduded by offering the inceptive:

cannot be based on this finding al ne. In fact"; from research perspeCtiVe
*. '

it is an advantage that the ince tive motii:rated'a larger number of-these

'particular fstwients to respond There were no statistically significant

differencei between members of the experimental and control groups who

responded to the first'mailing.

APurvey costs for silpplies printing, and postage totaled 63 cents per
.

i
subjedt.forthe contr6i'groupand; with the indlOSion of the one dollar

,

incentiVe, $1;63-0e& subjebt for. the 'experimental group. Each returned

questipnna added 24 cents in postage to these costs. Survey costs per

respondent were calculated by dividing the total costs for mailing and

returning the questionnaire by the number of respondents in that group.

Total costs, were $3.45 pOkiepondent,for the exPerimentgal group and 1$2 .85.

per respondent for. the contrblgrou0. This difference represents an overall

cost per.experimental respondent of just 21% more than the cost per control,

grbup respondent The cost of the. first. mailing to the.experimental-grOuP,

Was $3.37 per' respondent. ,Even though. this figure includes the cost of the

,:fincentive;it,was only 4%Aigher than the first: cost of.3.23:0er-



10

respondent fbrfbr the control group. Costs for the follow-up mailing were much

higher for the expeilmentaI group (.$3.91) than for the control groUp

($2.49). This large-cdstPer-experimental respondent-was due primarily to
)

the very shall percentaie df.tubjects who responded to the follow-up, but.

'also reflects the cost of sending the follow-up,packet to a number of

subjects who shortly thereafter returned_ questionnaires_ from the first

mailing and thus were not counted at follow-up respondents. .Comparisons. of.

the survey costs per respondent for' both the experimental and control gr8ups.

and _the two mailings 'are Adwn in Table 2. Although.personnel Costs were

not calculated thesescosts"would have been, higher for the control group due

to the necessity of mailing the follpw-up to a much 'larger number of

.nontespondents.

:-To-.saMmarize-the:findingtOf this study,

of a token monetary inCentive.wat.an effective -methddfor

was determined* that the use

Table:2. Survey :Cos s perAiespondent

Mailing

Survey Group

Experimental Control

FirstMailing

Follow-up Mailing

TOTAL

$3.37*

$3.91

.$3.45*

$3.23

2.49

$2.85

_ ;

:*InclUdes cost of $1 inCeptive..or,,,,eachfof the 200 subjects
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questionnaire from students who .h .traditionally Oeeh

diffiddit to survey. The response rate of 63.5% which Was ahieved by using

an incentive.was.not only a substantial improvement over'thatbf a Control

. group; but was also twice as large as response-rates often founC101PaMpuS

-surveys-(Matross, .1981)-. This'is -considered a' good response ratejOr.:a maia_

questionnaire (Lin, 1976; Warwick and Lininger; 1975), although using the-

inCentive along With other techhiques such as additional follow-ups by mai

or telephone may have resulted in an even larger percentage of returned

questionnaires. Representativeness of the respondent group was not

affected, and the benefit of using the incentive far outweighed the slightly

higher cost.

The results of this study are even more striking when the experimental

and controlsrOPI*arePOMpared on the first mailing alone. As Table 3

shows, over half of the Subjects 'who received the incentive (54.2%.4 bOt'

less thanja qUarter of the control group (214%), responded to:the first..
-o

Table 3. A Comparison of First Mailing Response Rates and Survey Costs,

/

Comparison,Factor

Survey deoup:

4

Ex pe r im en tal Contro

Response Rate

Cost per Respondent

54.2% 21:7%

$3.37* $3.23 '.

*Includes cost of $1 incentive Ar-each of,the:200:subjeCt8';
. .



Mailing. Uy using an incentive the response rate was improved by 32.5 %,
. .

aiithOUghthe response rate of the experiMental group-was one and a half
, , , . .

times larger than that of the control grou0, it wad achieved at a 'pearly.

identical cost per respondent. FUrthermore0 the time, effort:0 and'expense.

of sending a follow-up to the control group, while greatly increasing the
1

final response rate, did not prove to be nearly as effective at eliciting

responses as which.JnclUded an - incentive: This finding provideS''

evidence that the gains in response rates Which'result from using a monetary.,

incentive may enable researchers to dispense with follow-up mailings

Altogether thus reducing survey-related personnel costs considerably.

,CONCLUSIONS

Institutional planners have the rare opportunity to conduct research on

populations which can be ehilmerated individual by individual, and for which:,

a wide variety of accurate information is available at the 'Outset. This

ability to identify'the research subjects as well as the educational level

..- --
of the subjects; the geographic dispersion ofstddent'and fOrmer.student

populations; and the high cost of personal interViews, Make the Mail

Atietticnnaine'a natural choiceforthe collection of vital academic data:

Attempts to utilize the mail questionnaire with student populations are

often frustratingly unsuccessful, however, because of the difficulty in

motivating survey participation and the low response rates which occur as a

result.. This problem may be exacerbated when the research subjects are no.

longer associated. with the institution.

The need for high quality data from students who have traditionally



been Oifficult to. survey prompted this exploration of the effectiveneSs of

token monetary incentives for improving mail questionnaire response rates:

,--._.

In this Study..of former students4 the use cf. a one,dollar-incentive resulted
. .,

a response rate improcipment-Of48.9%:6er,a coritrol.gbqupjlithout:,

affecting the representativen

The additional cost of providing the incentive was negligible when compared

with the increaseen response rate. These findings are even more

significant when only theifirst mailing is 'considered.- The evidence exists

in this study that the use of token monetary incentive may eliminate

altogether the need for follow-ups, which are particularly costly from the

:standpoint of time and personnel.

These results confirm the findings of previous studies, most of which

were published over a decade ago, that,prepaid incentives are useful tools

for improving' the. response rates of mail questionnaires. In addition, the

monetary incentive was shown to be as effective at motivating responses from

a postseCondarY student survey population as was demonstrated in the past

:with the general public and various commercial and occupational populations.

The token monetary incentive' is not only effective; but hrelitinating

unsuccessful research efforts which result from poor response rates and by

reduting the survey=related costs aSsociated.withmultiple,contactS; it is

also a Costeffective method. InstitutiOnal rasearchers who depend on

student input: to form the guidelines for decision-making'on.acadeMic

Hpaanning and policy,issues will find .the monetary incentive to be a

-worthwhile technique for enhancing the quality of survey data collected

through mail questionnaires.
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